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Abstract Models of practical interest used to determine a set of unknown parameters lead o nu-
merical global optimization problems. Since most of the known computational methods
conduct to local instead of global extrema or require an expensive numerical effort, con-
structing efficient algorithms for global optimization remains of current interest. It is
well known [1] that cellular exclusion is a powerful tool for locating the solutions of
strongly nonlinear algebraic systems of equations. In this work, we show how cellular
exclusion can be successfully adapted for direct solving global optimization problems.
Here, we use this technique to determine unknown parameters associated to a bioac-
cumulation model governed by a system of ODEs. Finally, we analyze and compare
the results, advantages and disadvantages provided by the direct and indirect cellular
exclusion methods in our parameter estimating problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is a large variety of potentially toxic chemicals resulting from technological

processing or chemicals used in agriculture either to prevent pests or to fertilize the
soil. Unfortunately, these substances enter the food chain and they can affect the
health of the organisms. Therefore it is important to be able to understand and to
describe the bioaccumulation processes.

One assumes a contaminated environment by some toxin of uniform concentra-
tion cw and N species S 1, S 2, . . . , S N that are interacting each other as well as with
this environment. Each species S r can feed from the environment and only from the
species S r−1, S r−2, . . . , S 1. Therefore the toxin passes directly form the environment
into the species, as well as from one species to another one. The concentration of
the contaminant inside the species S r is denoted by Cr. This concentration can grow
due to the uptake fluxes form the environment or form the species S r−1, S r−2, . . . ,
S 1 and it can decrease due to the release flux from the species S r. Supposing that
each of these fluxes is proportional to its corresponding concentration, a bioconcen-
tration model (e.g. [2, 3]) can now be described by the following linear system of N
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differential equations

dCr

dt
= ku

r cw − ke
rCr +

r−1∑

p=1

ku
rpCp, for r = 1, . . . ,N. (1)

Here, ku
r cw and ku

rpCp represent the uptake fluxes into the species S r from the envi-
ronment and from the species S p (p = 1, . . . , r − 1), respectively, while ke

rCr is the
release flux for the species S r.

From a phenomenological point of view, a natural assumption is that all ku
r are

pairwise different each other. Under this assumption, the general analytic solution
of the Cauchy problem associated to (1) for the initial conditions Cr(0) = Cr,0 (r =

1, . . . ,N) has the following form:

Cr(t) =

r∑

m=1

arm e−ke
mt + cr, r = 1, . . . ,N, (2)

where the coefficients arm and cr are some quantities depending on ku
rp, ke

p, cw and
Cp,0 (with p = 1, . . . , r) (see [4] for more details).

Note that, it is very difficult to determinate the coefficients ku
rp, ke

p by direct mea-
surements. Here, our purpose is to present a method that allows the evaluation of
these coefficients by indirect measurements.

We now fix our attention on the rth component of (2). Let {y1, . . . , yn} be a set
of measurements taken for the contaminant concentration Cr at the moments of time
{t1, . . . , tn}. Suppose also that the concentration cw and the values of the parameters
ke

m are known for all m = 1, . . . , r − 1 (the parameters ke
1, . . . , k

e
r−1 can be determined

following the same procedure described below for experimental measurements on
C1, . . . ,Cr−1, respectively). Using the information obtained from the above men-
tioned experimental measurements, our purpose is to determine the unknown param-
eters arm (∀ m = 1, . . . , r), ke

r , and cr appearing in the expression of the concentration
Cr given in (2).

Since r is fixed, let us denote

−→a := (a1, . . . , ar+2),

where am := arm, ∀ m = 1, . . . , r, ar+1 := −ke
r , ar+2 := cr.

Define now h : R × Rr+2 → R by

h(t,−→a ) := ar+2etar+1 +

r∑

m=1

am ϕm(t), (3)

where ϕm(t) = e−tke
m , ∀ m = 1, . . . , r − 1 and ϕr(t) = 1.

Some of the most used methods to find the unknown parameters for which a math-
ematical model ”best fits” the measured data consist in l2 or l1 minimization. In order
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to determine −→a , we look for the global minimum of the function H or G in a domain
Ω ⊂ Rr+2:

H : Ω→ R+, H(−→a ) :=
n∑

s=1

(h(ts,
−→a ) − ys)2 (l2−minimization), (4)

G : Ω→ R+, G(−→a ) :=
n∑

s=1

|h(ts,
−→a ) − ys| (l1−minimization). (5)

Note that, the indirect method presented in [5] and used in [4] with an improved
dominant function determines the global minimum of the objective function only if it
is a critical point inside Ω, and cannot be applied to non-differentiable functions (as
G). The direct method we present here is also capable to find the global minimum
even if it is not among the critical points in Ω.

2. GLOBAL MINIMIZATION BY CELLULAR
EXCLUSION

Cellular Exclusion Algorithm is an efficient computational tool developed and im-
proved by K. Georg and E. Allgower in order to find all the roots of a nonlinear
system

F(x) = 0 (6)

inside a bounded domain Ω, where F : Ω ⊂ Rd → Rd is a smooth nondegenerated
function. This method will essentially provide a number of ”small”, disjoint subsets
Ωl of Ω such that (6) has no solutions inside Ω \ (∪Ωl). The reader can refer to
[6, 7, 8, 9] for more information.

In order to adapt this method for global optimization problems, let us first intro-
duce some notations. Let d ∈ N∗ and consider the component-wise ”≤” as a partial
ordering in Rd. A box-interval (rectangular cell) σ ⊂ Rd is a set of the form

σ = [mσ − ρσ,mσ + ρσ] := {x ∈ Rd
∣∣∣∣ [mσ − ρσ ≤ x ≤ mσ + ρσ},

where mσ, ρσ ∈ Rd, with ρσ a vector of positive components. mσ and ρσ are called
the center and the radius of σ, respectively.

In what it follows, for the sake of simplicity, we consider the domain Ω to be such
a box-interval and f : Ω ⊂ Rd → R be an objective function for which we want to
find the global minimum. Assuming that an inferior bound bσ of f on any cell σ ⊂ Ω

can be evaluated, we can build the following algorithm:

Global Minimization Algorithm by Cellular Exclusion

1 Initiate Γ := {Ω}; split Ω into smaller box-intervals σ and let P(Γ) be the set
consisting of these cells; let µΩ be the value of f at an arbitrary point in Ω.
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2 Calculate νP(Γ) := min
σ∈P(Γ)

f (mσ) and update µΩ by µΩ := min
{
µΩ, νP(Γ)

}
.

3 Exclude all the box-intervals σ from P(Γ) for which bσ > µΩ and replace Γ

with the set {σ ∈ P(Γ) | bσ ≤ µΩ}.
4 If a stopping criteria is met, stop the algorithm. Otherwise, split each σ ∈ Γ

into smaller box-intervals and take P({σ}) to be the set consisting of these cells.
Now, let P(Γ) :=

⋃

σ∈Γ
P({σ}). Go back to step 2.

The aim of this algorithm is to evaluate the set of minimal points

M f (Ω) :=
{
x ∈ Ω

∣∣∣∣ f (x) = min
y∈Ω

f (y)
}

(7)

for a given accuracy ε > 0. For this, one can choose as a stopping criteria

‖ρσ‖∞ ≤ ε, ∀σ ∈ Γ,

and M f (Ω) will therefore be ”approximated” by Γ. The efficiency of the algorithm
is dependent on the choice of the inferior bounds bσ of f inside the box-intervals σ.
A good choice of lower bound estimates bσ was introduced by means of dominant
functions in [6].

For any multi-index α := (α1, . . . , αd) ∈ Nd and a variable x := (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd,
let us introduce the following notations:

|α| :=
∑

i

αi, α! :=
∏

i

αi, xα :=
∏

i

xαi
i , ∂α :=

∏

i

∂αi .

Assuming f permits a Taylor expansion, we can write

f (mσ + x) = f (mσ) +
∑

0<|α|<q

∂α f (mσ)
xα

α!
+

∑

|β|=q

∫ 1

0
∂α f (mσ + tx)ωq(dt)

xβ

β!
, (8)

where ωq(dt) := q(1 − t)q−1dt. By the triangle inequality, for |x| ≤ ρσ, we obtain

| f (mσ + x) − f (mσ)| ≤
∑

0<|α|<q

|∂α f (mσ)|ρ
α

α!
+

∑

|β|=q

Mβ
ρ
β
σ

β!
, (9)

where Mβ are some constants such that Mβ ≥ |∂β f | on σ. Consequently, one can
immediately see that

bσ( f ) := f (mσ) −
∑

0<|α|<q

|∂α f (mσ)|ρ
α
σ

α!
−

∑

|β|=q

Mβ
ρ
β
σ

β!
. (10)
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is an inferior bound of f on σ.
Sometimes, the sums in the r.h.s. of (10) may have a lot of terms. In such situations

it is difficult to implement the cellular exclusion method using the expression given
above and it is preferably to use another method which provides a simpler expression
for the inferior bound. By example, one can use the technique presented in [6] based
on combinations of dominant functions. Though, the formula (10) can provide a
better value of the inferior bound leading to a more efficient algorithm.

In the case when we choose f = H, with H given by (4), where d = r + 2, a lot of
derivatives vanish in (10). One has only κ non-null derivatives of order α, where

κ =



r + 2, |α| = 1
r(r + 1)

2
+ 4, |α| = 2

r + 4, |α| ≥ 3

.

Therefore, for the l2-minimization case, we can use (easy to computationally con-
struct) bσ(H) from (10) as inferior bound of H in σ.

For the l1-minimization, the function G given by (5) is not differentiable, and con-
sequently, (10) cannot applied to find an inferior bound of G. Since only Lipschitz
estimations do not provide a quite good inferior bound for G, we can still take advan-
tage of the smoothness of h defined in (3).

Let σ be a box-interval. Define

sign(σ, t, y) :=



1, if h(t,−→a ) > y, ∀ −→a ∈ σ
0, if ∃ −→a ∈ σ, h(t,−→a ) = y
−1, if h(t,−→a ) < y, ∀ −→a ∈ σ

. (11)

Let Gσ be the restriction of G on σ. We can write Gσ = Gσ + Gσ, where

Gσ(−→a ) =

n∑

s=1

sign(σ, ts, ys)(h(ts,
−→a ) − ys).

Gσ(−→a ) =

n∑

s=1

(1 − |sign(σ, ts, ys)|)|h(ts,
−→a ) − ys|.

Obviously, Gσ is smooth. Therefore, bσ(Gσ) calculated with (10) for d = r + 2
is an inferior bound for Gσ and since Gσ is obviously positive, we can easily see
that bσ(Gσ) is also an inferior bound for Gσ. Thus, to apply the algorithm, one may
choose bσ(Gσ) := bσ(Gσ).

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Consider r = 1 and denote a = a3, b = a2, c = a1.
As in [4], starting with a set of n = 250 non-perturbed data {ys}ns=1 generated for

(a, b, c) = (3,−1, 0.5) and corresponding to some arbitrary moments of time {ts}ns=1 ⊂
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[0,T ], with T = 10, we have applied the direct method described in this article (for
q = 3) and, as expected, we recovered the values of these parameters with very good
accuracy in both types (l2 and l1) of minimization.

We then decided to perturb each exact datum ys with a random measurement error
between [−p%, p%] of itself. The estimated parameters (am, bm, cm) are found using
the algorithm described in this paper, starting with the initial box-interval

σ : mσ = (4,−2, 3.5), ρσ = (3.5, 1.5, 3).

Letting the algorithm to run up to the resolution level l = 30, (where the radius of
any kept box-interval is ρ = ρσ · 2−30), we obtained a set of cells; all these cells are
included in a box-interval of the form

J = [am − δa, am + δa] × [bm − δb, bm + δb] × [cm − δc, cm + δc].

The numerical results obtained through the direct (l2 and l1) minimization algorithm
as described in this article for p = 2 and p = 8 are presented in Table 1, where we
used the following distances between the ”measured” data and the one provided by
the model:

d(a, b, c) :=

√√
1
n

n∑

s=1

(
aebts + c − ys

)2
,

for the case of l2- minimization, and

d(a, b, c) :=
1
n

n∑

s=1

∣∣∣aebts + c − ys
∣∣∣ ,

for the case of l1- minimization. d and dm stand for d(a, b, c) and d(am, bm, cm),
respectively.

Note that, for the same input data, the direct l2-minimization method presented
here and the indirect minimization method presented in [4], practically provide the
same values of the estimated parameters.

Another type of test was carried out for non-uniform perturbed data. Starting again
from (a, b, c) = (3,−1, 0.5), we generate n = 250 data {ys}ns=1 corresponding to some
arbitrary moments of time {ts}ns=1 ⊂ [0, T ], with T = 10. n1 = 240 out of them are
perturbed with random measurement errors between [−p1%, p1%] (of their values)
and the other n2 = 10 data with random measurement errors between [−p2%, p2%].
Beginning with the same initial box-interval as in the previous case, and running the
algorithm up to the level l = 30, we have obtained the results presented in Table 2.
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Numerical results for uniform perturbed data.

p 2 8

Min. l2- min. l1- min. l2- min. l1- min.

am 2.9803021 2.9630732 2.92152865 2.8550699

bm −0.99320240 −0.98613883 −0.97265576 −0.94536232

cm 0.500071955 0.499067625 0.500203925 0.4959229

δa 5 · 10−8 5 · 10−8 10 · 10−8 5 · 10−8

δb 2.5 · 10−8 5.5 · 10−8 2.5 · 10−8 10.5 · 10−8

δc 10−8 2 · 10−8 10−8 5.5 · 10−8

d 0.011475 0.008114 0.045900 0.032457

dm 0.010993 0.007710 0.043971 0.030841

Table 2: Numerical results for non-uniform perturbed data.

Min. l2- min. l1- min.

am 3.62848455 2.99164335

bm −1.1597097 −0.994863625

cm 0.51421461 0.499817865

δa 10 · 10−8 10 · 10−8

δb 0.5 · 10−8 2 · 10−8

δc 1.5 · 10−8 2 · 10−8

d 0.316948 0.051731

dm 0.293963 0.051604

The perturbed data and the fitting functions associated to the estimated parameters
(am, bm, cm) are illustrated in Figure 1. It is known [10, 11] that, as compared to the
least square methods, the l1-optimization is less affected by a small number of mea-
surements with large errors. The effect of such gross measurement errors (outliers)
can also be seen in this nonlinear case (Figure 2).
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Figure 1: The perturbed data (p1 = 2, n1 = 240, p2 = 90, n2 = 10,
T = 0) and the functions f associated to the parameters determined by
l1 and l2 minimization.
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Figure 2: A zoom in Figure 1.
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Obviously
M f (Ω) ⊂ Γ ⊂ J. (12)
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where f is any of the functions H or G. As the centers of the remaining box-
intervals are concentrated around (am, bm, cm) with a tolerance (δa, δb, δc), where
0 ≤ δa, δb, δc ≤ ε ≈ 10−7, one can consider that (am, bm, cm) is the solution of
the minimization problem.

A quick comparison between the values of d and dm in both tables tells us that
the estimated parameters fit the perturbed data set in a better way than the initial
parameters. We have expected this since the data obtained from the initial values of
the parameters a, b, and c were perturbed and therefore, the global minima of the
objective functions G and H from (4) and (5), respectively, will now be attained for
other values of these parameters.

4. FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
A first remark that we should emphasize is that the direct optimization method

presented in this article works for both Least Square and Least Absolute Values min-
imization problems.

In comparison with the indirect method from [4], this new algorithm comes with
some advantages which are not negligible. First of all, the laborious work required
for the construction of the exclusion inequalities is simplified. As the reader can
observe from step 3 of the Global Minimization Algorithm, we now only have to
build 1 instead of r + 2 exclusion inequalities.

Also, from a computing point of view, the indirect method is more costly since
it first determines all the critical points of a nonlinear system of equations and then
select the one (ones) that minimizes the cost function. The new method proposed in
this paper focuses directly on the global minima (the set M f (Ω) from (7)) and can
determine them even for the case of a non-critical points (reached on the boundary
for example).

Another advantage of the direct over the indirect method relates to the fact that it
can also be applied to non-differentiable functions.

As expected, the older method does not have only disadvantages when compared
to the new one. A higher number of box-intervals were eliminated in a neighborhood
of the global minimum (there were more inequalities to be satisfied) and we have
observed slightly more accurate results for the case of global minimum attained on a
critical point.
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